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Well Done!

Well done to Will, Millie, Ellie, Jacob, Taylor,
Caiden, Caleb and Cole for a great week!

Connor is nearing 150,000 words this week!

David has been drawing Marvel characters.
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Jayden O has been learning about
chronology.

Lewis has been working at de�ning matter.

Fantastic effort!
Jayden.W put a great amount of effort into his PowerPoint about
Japan in geography this week, well done.

Super spellings
Well done to all of Daley for trying hard in their SATS practice
spelling test! You all gave it 100%! Great work!

Independent maths work
Josh was working hard in maths on Thursday and completed all
his work independently. Well done Josh, keep up the great work!
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Art analysis
Well done to Rosie, LJ, Ethan, Alissa, Harley and Harvey for
making a great start to their new art topic. They all worked
really hard analysing Henri Rousseau’s work. Keep it up !

Sam’s first college trial
Well done to Sam for getting stuck into work on his �rst college
trial. You were a great representative for the school and showed
amazing perseverance!

Parks - English
This term we will be focusing on dystopian literature. The
class looked at the differences between dystopian and utopian
worlds. Great work from Fin, James and Lewis.
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Parks - World Around Us
This week we looked at the role of the Ten Commandments in
modern society. Great work from Seb, Fin and Logan.

Less than 3 weeks until the robot
competition. The robot is looking great and
is nearly complete. Huge shout out to Drew
for his determination and effort within the
team.

Castner made pizza wraps today and they looked delicious!
Kenzie added herbs to his here. Well done to Max, Arran, Leo
and Jake too!

Great work from Jack looking at the factors that impact global
travel.
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WAU
Great work from Nathan identifying how we can look after the
environment 🗑🚮

PE
Well done Oscar creating a pro�le for a sports athlete, I like how
you got his signature in the pro�le

Well done to Freddy, Lilly and Leo who have
really worked hard practicing long
multiplication this week

Thank you to Liv who helped clean the fish
tank
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Anderson's Amazing Art

PE
Well done Ryan, great research looking at common sports
injuries and how to prevent them.

Reading Time
Can you guess the mystery reader from Storey. Thanks to Leon
for the recommendation 📖
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ASDAN food tech. Hamilton have been
comparing fresh recipes to the ready meal
equivalent. They have also been working on
garnishes.

ASDAN Sport
Cameron Mc Nulty has investigated how the marathon world
record has improved over time

ASDAN Sport
Dylan Beckett has investigated bowling speeds in cricket
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ASDAN Sport
Storey class have been working hard on ther Sport ASDAN. Here
is some of Leon's work on how world records have changed over
time.

Library Time
Leon getting comfortable to read his next book

Parks cooking continued…

Parks - Food Tech
The class made spaghetti bolognaise this week. Some great
teamwork shown in the kitchen.
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Pupils need to be in everyday, on time and
ready to work
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